ISR Summer School

Core Subjects

July 1-July 26
English:

students and current ISR students from Kindergarten to Grade 8.

Lessons offered to accomodate the needs of
every student. Whether your student has
strong English language skills, or is brand
new to the language. Our qualified, native
English-speaking teachers will provide
them with the support they need.

Our program places equal value on academics and fun. From 9:00-12:00, students will

Mathematics:

be participating in highly engaging academic lessons. Our core subjects for Summer

Our mathematics progran aims to develop
numerical understanding and logical
thinking skills in a highly engaging and
interesting way.

ISR Summer School is a fantastic way to enrich your child’s summer with engaging
educational experiences led by native English speakers. We eagerly welcome both new

School are English, Math, and German.
From 13:00-15:30, students who participate in the full day program will be enjoying a
wide variety of extra-curricular activities led by creative, passionate, and qualified

Science:

This program will provide a preview of the activities, field trips, and weekly themes you

We offer interesting, exciting, and
interactive science lessons daily. Students
will learn through their hands-on
involvement in a variety of teacher guided
experiements.

can expect during the four weeks of ISR’s 2019 Summer School.

German:

teachers. In addition to our in-school activities, we will also go on a field trip every
Wednesday!

Qualified native German-speaking teachers
will introduce new language skills fitted to
each student’s individual needs.

ISR International School on the Rhine
Konrad-Adenauer-Ring 2
41464 Neuss
Tel.: +49 (0) 2131 40388-0

We are happy to provide you with a
preview of our actvities and excursions
for the 2019 ISR Summer School
program!

Weekly Themes

Activities

To guide our curriculum throughout the duration of Summer School, we have selected

 Music

WEEK 1: Who I Am

 Drama

An exploration of ourselves, our core values, and our emotional, physical, and social
well-being. We will be investigating our relationship with the world around us, our
human rights and responsibilities, and what it means to be a part of the global
community.

 Arts & Crafts
 Science Experiements
 STEM activities
 PE
...and more!

Field Trips
 Phantasia Land
 Bowling
 Climbing
...and more!

weekly themes. The themes are the same for all grade levels (KG-8) and are as follows:

WEEK 2: How the World Works

July 1st-July 5th

July 8th-July 13th

An exploration of the natural world as we know it. Linking social studies and science,
we will be investigating the relationship between the natural world and human
societies throughout history.
WEEK 3: Expressing Ourselves

July 15th-July 19th

An exploration into the expression of self around the world. How do humans express
their feelings, ideas, culture, and beliefs?
WEEK 4: Citizens of the Earth

July 22nd-July 26th

An exploration into our rights as human beings and the responsibilities we have to
protect the resources we share with humans and all living things alike.

You can find more information about ISR Summer School and the Summer
School registration form at the following link:
https://www.isr-school.de/school-life/summer-camps/summer-school.html

